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ABSTRACT 

This study was about naming system, gender construction, and gender stereotyping in 

Kindali. The aim of the study was to investigate and assess the nature of Kindali naming 

system and how the society constructs and stereotypes gender through naming system in 

Kindali. The study was guided by three specific objectives which are: to examine the 

nature of Kindali naming system, to investigate how the society  constructs gender 

through naming system in Kindali, and to investigate how the society fosters gender 

stereotyping through naming system in Kindali.   

 

The primary data were collected through questionnaires and interviews, which made the 

study a worthwhile activity. The languages used in collection of data are Kiswahili and 

Kindali.  

 

The study dealt with three objectives that are related to naming system in Kindali.  

Firstly, the study attempted to examine the nature of Kindali naming system; that 

naturally Kindali has elaborate and overt morphological and derivational semantic 

processes for naming. Secondly, the study revealed that the society constructs gender 

through naming system by affixation, especially the use of prefix and common uses of 

names basing on gender. Thirdly, the study revealed that the society fosters gender 

stereotyping through naming system by using Kindali names which their meanings praise 

males and demean females. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO THE STUDY 

 

1.0 Introduction  

This chapter presents the information about the background to the research problem, 

statement of the problem, the research objectives, research questions, and significance of 

the study. Furthermore, it presents the scope of the study, the limitation of the study, and 

the conclusion of the chapter. 

 

1.1 Background to the Research Problem 

A name is the identification, which distinguishes someone from other members of a 

group. Naming system is the way, through which names are given to someone to 

distinguish one from other members of the group (Thomas and Wareing, 1999:138). 

Naming system has been identified to be a crucial thing that has been used to differentiate 

one person to another or one thing to the other. Names are used to identify persons, 

places, things, and even ideas or concepts. Personal names are either given or inherited. 

Nkweto (1998:36) comments that, “names sometimes carry important meaning for an 

individual identity”. Naming system makes people remember occasions, heroes, seasons, 

events, rituals, disabilities and problems.  

 

Gender identities are constructed in practices of everyday life in which naming system is 

included. In the society almost every one is involved in doing gender in one way or 

another consciously or unconsciously.  

 

Calvilo (2008) refers to gender as a social category and that it has been created in the 

same way as categories such as “class” and “race”. Eckert et al (2008) summarize that 
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gender is a social construction, the means by which society jointly accomplishes the 

differentiation that constitutes the gender order. Agrawal (2007) refers gender 

construction as a gender distinction in a manner that may sometimes eliminate the 

possibility of gender consciousness to rise above class consciousness.  

 

A society stratified along class lines also sustains different patterns of gendered relations 

across different classes with complex social ramifications. Thus men can be seen as men 

socially and women can be seen as women as well. Therefore the society plays a great 

role to foster gender relations in different ways including naming system.  

 

 Many scholars worked on the language and society, particularly naming system in 

different societies. The challenge is that most of them based on naming system generally 

and do not focus directly to naming system, gender construction and gender stereotyping. 

For example how the society constructs and stereotypes gender through personal names. 

The study discussed the nature of naming system, gender construction and gender 

stereotyping in Kindali and at looks how the society constructs and stereotypes gender 

through personal names. 

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Language is an aspect of culture. It reflects the culture of a particular society and reflects 

gender construction as well. A number of scholars have contributed literature on African 

naming system and the significance and meaning of names, from a variety of perspectives 

and found that in most ethnic groups, names have meanings and the society constructs 

gender through naming system. Personal names in Africans serve as a communication 

tool and storehouse for the culture and history of the society.  
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Various researchers in world and Africa in particular have made effort in addressing the 

problem of gender regimes in different domains of social life including naming system in 

particular, little has been achieved to show whether the society can construct and 

stereotype gender through naming system in Kindali, hence make the image of women 

and men representation unequal.  

 

So it needs to be addressed in order to make awareness to the society, to know that gender 

is socially constructed hence achieving gender equity in the society. The study aimed at 

examining the nature of naming system in Kindali and investigating how the society 

constructs and stereotypes gender through naming system. 

 

The study focused on traditional naming system and assessed how the society constructs 

and stereotypes gender through naming system in Kindali. The focus lied on personal 

names, basing on occasions, heroes, seasons, events, rituals, disabilities, problems and 

attributes /praises. This traditional naming system in Kindali was assessed by 

investigating the structure and meaning in relation to gender construction and gender 

stereotyping. 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

The general objective of this study was to investigate and assess the nature of Kindali 

naming system and how the society constructs and stereotypes gender through naming 

system. Specifically the study aimed:  

i) To examine the nature of Kindali naming system. 

ii) To investigate how the society constructs gender through naming system in 

Kindali. 
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iii) To investigate how the society fosters gender stereotyping through naming system 

in Kindali. 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

The findings were guided by the following framed research questions: 

i. What is the nature of Kindali naming system? 

ii. How does the society construct gender through naming system in Kindali? 

iii. How does the society foster gender stereotyping through naming system in                      

      Kindali? 

 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

The study ought to investigate and assess the nature of Kindali naming system and how 

the society constructs and stereotypes gender through naming system in Kindali. The 

study may save as baseline to other researchers for further research in Kindali and other 

languages especially by using it as a reference. This knowledge also will help people to 

understand the nature of African names including Kindali names in contrast to the names 

of other languages in the world. 

 

 1.6 Scope of the Study 

The study was conducted among speakers of Kindali speaking community of Bundali 

division in Ileje district. The study included elder speakers with different ages. It limited 

itself in investigating the nature of Kindali naming system and how the society constructs 

and stereotypes gender through naming system, therefore it focused on naming system, 

gender construction and gender stereotyping.  
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1.7 Limitation of the Study 

The researcher was faced by various challenges in the process of conducting this study. 

Specifically the limitation of this study was financial difficulties. The researcher faced the 

problem of shortage of money which could be used for preparation of research 

instruments, transport, binding, duplicating papers, photocopying and subsistence. This 

problem was solved by minimizing the budget in which the researcher used to walk on 

foot during the collection of data.  

 

1.8 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter covered the background information to the study. The background 

information included background to the research problem, statement of the problem, 

research objectives, research questions, and significance of the study. Furthermore it 

covered the scope of the study, the limitation of the study and chapter conclusion.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter attempts to review the general concept of naming system, gender 

construction and gender stereotyping in other related literature. It includes sections of 

theoretical framework which discussed the underlying theories related to the study, and 

literature review which is concerned with the discussion of literature related to the study 

and chapter conclusion. 

 

2.1 Theoretical Framework  

This study is guided by the theory of onomastics which is applicable for satisfying the 

aimed objectives of the study. Raper (1987), defined onomastics as scientific discipline 

dealing with the study of names. It is primarily regarded as the branch of linguistics. 

According to Raper names can be the personal names, nicknames, and literary 

onomastics.  

 

Vảrnai (2003) defined onomastic theory as a theory that concerns with the meaning and 

content of proper names. Onomastics as an independent scientific discipline is traced back 

to 20
th

 century. Previously onomastics in Europe was regarded as an applied scientific 

discipline. Onomastics is not static but dynamic. It is developing and its dynamic 

observed in various literatures. Also many scholars worked on naming practices and 

argue that names are valuable source of information. Personal names act as a store of 

information including history of the family. Through onomastics the history and origin of 

proper personal names are studied in scientific way.  
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Proper names communicate feelings and opinions for example happiness, joy, and 

conflict situation. Names are identified as a sign of language. Surveying theories on 

onomastic theory; researchers had long approached proper names as being different from 

other linguistic sign on the ground of semantics. They have all treated the meaning and 

other information content of the proper names. Proper names do have a certain kind of 

semantic content and it has to be cultural meaning. 

 

The linguistic transparency or lexical meaning of African names has been insisted by 

onomasticians. Ndiga (2004) for example states that Congolese anthroponyms are 

linguistic expressions reflective of Congolese thought, belief systems, and philosophy. He 

conceives of them as texts understandable to those who have the linguistic competence 

and cultural knowledge to interpret them. 

 

Batoma (2006) comments on African onomastic theory of proper names that; the 

onomastic meaning of a name is a cluster of several Onomastics and Indirect 

Communication.  From this point of view that is why Ndiga (2004) asserts that the 

meaning of African names is a cluster of three layers of meaning: the lexical meaning 

which is the meaning of words, the onomastic meaning which is the meaning of names 

usually based on each tradition of naming practices, and the socio-pragmatic meaning 

which is based on the cultural knowledge of the onomastic code of conduct, the 

interpersonal relationships of the partners of the onomastic communication, and the 

situations that generate that communication. Therefore the lexicon is the body of words 

and the onomasticon is the body of proper names that constitutes the rest of language. 
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Additionally, he explains the three important layers of meaning: the linguistic layer , 

which is also called literal or denotative meaning; the cultural layer which is sometimes 

confused with the etymological meaning, and which, beyond the name givers‟ 

motivations that it describes, can provide the socio-cultural and philosophical precepts of 

a linguistic community; finally, the pragmatic or interpellative layer, which indicates the 

meaning that a name takes on in the context of its use, be it an interpersonal, a situational 

or a social context.  

 

The interpellation layer of meaning according to Batoma (2008) is the primary function of 

proper names. Interpellation is the verbal act where by a name giver or user calls upon the 

addressee of the onomastic message to respond or react in a way that depends on 

linguistics or cultural content of the name, the intentions of the name giver or 

interpellator, and the context of interpellation. It is important to note here that any of these 

layers, or a combination thereof, can be fore-grounded or back-grounded depending on 

the context of the onomastic communication. 

 

Proper names in general and African proper names in particular depend not only upon the 

name‟s linguistic and/ or cultural meaning but also on how this meaning is used in social 

encounters, which leads us to the third level of onomastic meaning, the pragmatic level. 

 

The theory of onomastics presented is a theory that approaches proper names from a 

pragmatic point of view: its starting point is not names but naming as a verbal act, the act 

of interpellation. This theory conceives of proper names as semiotic traces of past naming 

acts and conceptual tools for new ones.  
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Armengaud (1985) argued that “the importance of names is less of a linguistic and logic 

nature than of a subjective, social and communicative one”. This theory deals with the 

meaning and other contents of proper names. The onomastics theory fits in the study of 

naming system, gender construction, and gender stereotyping in Kindali because there are 

correlations with the findings of the study. The proper names include personal names 

which are the main concern of this study. The study asseses the nature of naming system 

in Kindali including meanings, and investigates how the society constructs and 

stereotypes gender through naming system. Therefore there are correlations of the 

theoretical framework and the findings of the study since both deals with the meanings 

and contents of personal names. 

 

2.2 Literature Review 

This section deals with the discussion of the literature related to the study. It is 

categorized into names and naming system, naming system and gender, naming system 

and gender constructions and naming system and gender stereotyping. 

 

2.2.1 Names and Naming system 

There are some scholars who have studied concerning names and naming system. Thomas 

and Wareing (1999:138) point out that, one of the obvious linguistic means of 

establishing people‟s identity is through names. He further comments that names are the 

identification which distinguishes someone from other members of the group.  

Nkweto (1998:36) supported the idea of names by commenting that “names can 

sometimes carry important meaning for an individual identity”.  A name is an identity and 

a window to the culture and self. The name links someone with his/her past, his/her 

ancestor and is a part of his/her spirituality. In Africa as the rest of the world, the birth of 
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child is an event of great joy and significance. Much importance is attached to the naming 

of child. There is a belief that the name chosen will exert influence for better or worse on 

the life of the child and in the family as well. Some names cited as meaningful.  

 

Table 1 : Meaningful Names
 

Name Meaning Country 

Shirumi Attack Kenya and Tanzania 

Jamila Beautiful Kenya and Tanzania 

Olufemi God loves me Nigeria 

Agymah One who leaves his common Ghana 

            Source: http//www.wmmedia.namesite.com (2011) 

 

Personal names are either given or inherited. The American Academic Encyclopedia 

explains that given names among English speaking people include first and middle 

names, nicknames and pet names. Inherited names come to an individual by desirable 

quality of membership in that particular group the name identifies. In current English, 

family or surnames came into common use during the late Middle Age. 

 

Naming system is the choice of names and pattern of naming used to name a child. In 

Africa and Tanzania in particular, names have got meaning as explored above. Thomas 

and Wareing (1999) suggest that the choice and the way of giving names to children can 

be part of the acceptance of an individual into a particular cultural or religious identity. 

For example, a situation of giving a saint name at baptism in the Roman Catholic faith 

while Peterson (1988) comments that a name is a syntactic entity that denotes an object 

and a naming system is a mechanism that answers queries of the form. A naming system 

resembles a restricted database system that infers the object (s) referenced by a name.  
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Mandende (2009) explains that African societies use personal names as a means of 

conveying the cultural values and traditions of daily experiences. Personal names used as 

means of documenting important things. African names play an important role in the 

society reflecting what happens in day to day life.   

 

Guma (2001) examined the Basotho of Sourthen Africa where he found that the Basotho 

personal names are not just words but a socio- cultural interpretation of historical events 

embodying individual life experiences, social norms and values, status, roles and 

authority as well as personality and individual attributes while Snae (2005) contends that 

names are used for identifying persons, places things and even ideas or concepts. Names 

serve for labeling of categories or classes and for individual items. In technological 

oriented societies such as modern Western societies, the reference between names as a 

label and the person is not as obvious as in small ethnic societies. This is especially true 

where names are stored within large information systems. Names are the most important 

referrer to a person even if there are numbering systems like identification numbers 

because such systems are not universal. Names are often queried in a different way than 

they were entered. Names represent complex lexical structures which have to be handled 

systematically for data entry, storage and retrieval in order to get sufficient recall. 

Therefore names are very important for some body to recall and remember different 

issues in the society. He insists that names for individuals are often called proper names, 

for humans sometimes also anthroponyms. Names for places are called toponyms, for 

bodies of water are called hydronyms, for ethnic groups are called ethnonyms, and for 

metaphors are called metonyms. This study deals with anthroponyms, which are names 

for humans. 
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Wamitila (1999) asserts that names in Kiswahili can be analyzed as expression of 

experience, attitude, and senses. Nkweto (1998) points out that calling someone‟s names 

is also a powerful resource for dominant group to enforce their dominance and 

marginalize others. It is not only the name one has but the way people use it in different 

contexts, which helps us to establish identity. Naming system and rituals of social groups 

are often similarly important ceremonies and vary from one society to another. Hence 

names identify someone differently from other in the group, and make people remember 

occasion, heroes, seasons, events, rituals, disabilities and problems.  

 

Mungwini (2011) refers naming system as nomenclature which is used to refer to the 

system of naming or simply the principles, processes and procedures of naming which 

involves assigning a word or phrase to a particular object or property. The purpose is to 

identify, distinguish and classify our objects of experience. The practice of naming 

therefore is an important step in the process of distinguishing and creating an identity. 

Mphande (2006) asserts that names, as words by which reality is known and spoken of, 

are the most meaningful lexicon in the vocabulary of any language, and they are an 

important part of the language inventory as they not only name the environment, but also 

store all the distinctions about the fauna and flora. Human beings are part and parcel of 

the fauna, hence naming system is very important to distinguish an individual.  

Mbiti (1969) explains that a name is a person; to mean that traditional societies believe 

that when a person is bestowed a name of a very successful person the new recipient will 

emulate the previous owner of this name. It is important to note that not only is a name 

bestowed to influence the character of the person, but also it may be given as a reminder 

to the name giver of something bad that happened once during his/her life. Therefore it is 
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worthy to note that apart from identifying, names influence the character of an individual 

and makes people remember something which happen in their life.  

 

Martin (2000) argues that names participate in the construction of social reality since to 

name is also to classify, and therefore to assign a position. The individual or object named 

is situated in the order of the world; in the structures of meaning invested in by a 

particular collectivity. He furthermore claims that, naming plays a significant role in the 

reproduction of power and privilege within the social world. With regard to geographical 

places, naming can be a means of claiming ownership. Therefore according to him the 

functions of names are to classify hence assign the position, reproduction of power and 

privilege and claiming ownership. This is precisely the reason why Alderman (2008) 

argues that names can be recognized as active and contestable processes of claiming and 

constructing the landscape around certain ideological visions about the past.  

 

Naming system plays a great role which reflects the history of the child, emotions of the 

family, the place s/he was born and the time of his or her birth. Dickens (1985) 

investigated the Zulu naming system where she found that Zulu names have the additional 

function of reflecting on one or more of the following. A synoptic history of the 

circumstances surrounding the child‟s birth, the emotions related to the birth, the family‟s 

attitude to the birth, the place where s/he was born, his position in the family, the time he 

was born, the parents spiritual attitudes, his appearance at birth, his parents wishes for 

him or her, the parents social expectation, the country‟s situation at the time of his/her 

birth or the clan into which s/he is born. Therefore according to her, Zulu naming system 

depends on the factors mentioned above. 
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Martin (2000:101) explains that in Africa, colonial authorities employed naming as a tool 

of control and a means of inscribing and reifying or denigrating certain cultural and 

political ideologies. In order to portray certain cultural and political ideologies as 

superior, inferiorisation of other cultures was an important pre-requisite. Any naming 

implies a relationship based on power, and to name is to confer a form of life. Ramose 

(2008) concurs with the above position when he writes, “by giving a name to an aspect of 

reality those who do so arrogate unto themselves the power to define and describe that 

reality”. He explains more that, the power to name, just like the power to mark, is in and 

of itself a process of creating history, hence its immense significance. Names create 

symbolic and emotional attachments to places and objects, and can therefore be a form of 

violence against those communities excluded from the process of naming.  Because 

names are a form of symbolic capital, tools of asserting power and a significant means of 

writing or rewriting history, they attract public reaction and contestation.   

 

Okere (1995) contends that in oral societies, naming was not only a privilege but also a 

way of perpetuating history and hence an effective way of conferring immortality to 

thoughts that would otherwise not outlive the breath by which they were uttered. This is 

possibly the reason why the colonialists attempted to literally rename everything 

including both places and even people in Africa. Therefore the point to keep in mind is 

that naming is one of the ways of keeping history of the family, clan and society at large. 

This statement is also supported by Okere (1996) when explains about Igbo names in 

which he comments that, “the name is more than just a tag or a convenient badge of 

identity”. He suggests that Igbo names always bear a message, a meaning, a history, a 

record or a prayer. This is also to say that they embody a rich mine of information on the 

people's reflection and considered as comments on life and reality. They provide a 
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window into the Igbo world of values as well as their peculiar conceptual apparatus for 

dealing with life. Names invoke, promise, threaten, praise, revile, satirize and sympathize, 

that in fact naming expresses and demonstrates all that is human, that is, all that is best 

and worst in them. Leonard (1968) in Okere (1996) explains in detail the categories of 

Igbo names according to factors of naming system. According to him one frequently used 

category is simply to name the child after the day that it was born.  Examples are shown 

in table 2 below. 
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  Table 2: Categories of Igbo Names According to Factors of Naming System. 

Category Name Meaning 

The historical events Nwaorgu Son of war 

Intervation of the great 

oracles 

Nwigwe, 

Nachukwu 

Conception and birth are attributed 

to the intervation of great oracles  

 Male and female lines in 

the  family 

Opara, Ada, 

Ulu 

Opara – is the first born male,  Ada- 

is the first born female,  Ulu- is the 

second born female 

Praise and appreciation 

of their beauty 

Osamma, 

Akwugo 

Osamma- the beautiful squirrel and 

Akwugo- the eagle‟s egg 

The form of prayer Amarachi,  Amarachi- God‟s favor  

Past experience Soronnadi  Be aware of relations 

A promise of greater 

achiviements, use the 

suffix “kwe” 

Ibekwe  If only my peers would let me 

Appreciation of the 

blessing, use suffix 

“mwa” 

Nwakaenga  The child is more than money 

Motivation for having  

children 

Nwaneri Only my son will inherit me 

Life and death Ndukaku Life is higher than riches 

Religion  Chinonso God is close 

Punishment  Nwogu Son of Ogu 

Good faith Oguwunka Good faith is 

Message to gossiping Ndukagba,  Ndukagba- leave me in peace  

   Source:  Leonard (1968) in Okere (1996) 

 

Raper (1983) explains that whenever Africans choose a personal name it bears a 

particular meaning or it is the name of deceased member of the family. They do this in 

order to pacify the deseased. Africans believe that there are always connections between 

the living and the dead and that the dead have great influence on the lives of the living. 
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Ramose (2003) argued that, the imposition of identities is by no means a minor matter. It 

is the concretization of power through naming. By giving a name to an aspect of reality 

those who do so arrogate unto themselves the power to define and describe that reality. 

Soyinka (1999: 32) comments on names given to African at baptism that it depends on the 

acceptability and validity. The point of argument was that once one is named Mologadi 

by the parents then this name is valid and needs not be replaced by the so called christian 

name of Mary. As a result of this questioning, many children born under the influence of 

the Black Consciousness Movement in South Africa were given names such as 

Nkululeko, Sefenyiwe, Nqobile or Koketso. Therefore naming system is very important 

in the society since it gives identity to the people. 

 

2.2.2 Naming System and Gender 

Money (1955) argues that gender is the range of characteristics used to distinguish 

between males and females, particularly in the cases of men and women and the 

masculine and feminine attributes assigned to them. Lorber (1984) explains gender as a 

matter of culture. However he contends that gender refers to the social classification into 

“masculine” and “feminine”. Jule (2008) explains that the ideal that gender entails social 

categories of behavior and it is associated with the social divisions made on the basis of 

sex. Gallup (1996) suggests that some cultures have specific gender related social roles 

that can be considered distinct from male and females, such as social sciences sometimes 

approach gender as a social construct. Lober (1991) asserts that in our society gender is 

thought to be bred into our genes. Scholars explain the word gender differently but they 

all rely on gender as socially constructed based on roles assigned to male and female. 

Naming system is one of cultural social roles which have relationship with gender. 
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Gender identities that are feminine and masculine differences are constructed in practices 

of everyday life in which naming system is a part of it. 

 

There are different names which are common for male, female and others are unisex. For 

example the relationship between naming system and gender is reflected in Kiswahili 

naming system, where the most endearment names are assigned to female members of the 

society. For instance names like; Kisura (lovely looking girl), Kidosho (beautiful girl), 

Tausi (beautiful girl), and Waridi (beautiful girl) are bestowed to female while male 

names are like; Mwamba (rock), Gamba (chest, outer part of the tree), and Simba (lion) 

just to mention a few. On other hand there are names which are unisex like; Upendo 

(love), Shida (problems) and Zawadi (gift). The asymmetric naming for male and female 

reflects serious gender relations which in practical terms are power relations. 

 

Sacks (1995) describes the relevance on how languages are used in introducing sequences 

for establishing not only who people are but also what they can call each other. Therefore 

it is important for people to have names so as to be identified who they are and the way 

they can call each other through names. Eckert et al (2007) comments that, gender is 

deeply embedded in every aspect of society that is in our institutions, in public, in art, in 

family, and in daily activities. Therefore, in family, it includes naming system as of the 

statuses of gender. 

 

2.2.3 Naming System and Gender Constructions 

This section is an overview of how gender is socially constructed through naming system. 

It looks at the gender distinction and different explanations that have been given for the 

near universal inequality between men and women. A study on gender regimes follows on 
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how naming system shapes particular constructions of gender.  Gallup (1996), comments 

on the language and gender as he argues that natural languages often make gender 

distinctions. Most languages include names that are used asymmetrically in reference to 

men and women. The concern that current naming system may be biased in favor of men 

as constructed by the society, led some authors in recent times to argue for the use of 

more gender-neutral vocabulary.  

 

For example in English there are neutral words like an occupation name chairperson 

which is taken as neutral to avoid a word chairman which is gendered since it shows a 

dominance on the side of men and humility on the side of women. Non-sexist language is 

one of the ways to avoid supporting the attitude that certain activities are only kept for 

one of the sexes. Other neutral words which are non-sexist include titles of occupations as 

an altenative for sexist titles are; firefighter instead of firemen, police officer instead of 

policemen and tax inspectors instead of tax-men.  

 

Several languages attest the use of different vocabulary by men and women; for example 

English personal names are frequently constructed with specific affixes that identify 

gender of the bearer. Common feminine gender used in English names is „–a‟ of Latin or 

Romance origin for example a name George is used for male while the name Georgina is 

used for female and Robert for male to Roberta for female. Other names which have been 

feminized in English language originally male name, use suffix „–e‟ of French origin for 

example a names like Paul for male to Paulette for female and Justin for male to Justine 

for females. 
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 Distinct names for men and women are very common in many languages even in 

languages which gender is not grammatical. These show how the society constructs 

gender through naming system. 

 

Yule (1998), comments on the gendered names. That there are some names commonly 

used only for male while others are commonly used only for female. For example Sidamo 

language spoken in Ethiopia, milk will be named as “ado” for men and “guarda” for 

women, hence male child can be bestowed a name Ado to refer to milk while the female 

can be bestowed a name Guarda to refer the same thing.  

 

Naming system is part and parcel of language use, so in Japan the Japanese names 

construct gender like other names in the world. For example; there is addition of suffix “-

kun” for men names; like peter-kun and smith-kun, while “–chan” primarily used for 

women; like peter-chan and smith-chan. The suffix –san is a neutral suffix which is used 

for male and female names; for example Peter-san, Jessica-san, Smith-san and Anamo-

san. These names can be used for both male and female.  

 

Fernandez (2011) suggests that naming system can be a patronymic or metronymic. 

Patronymic naming system is a component of a personal name based on a name of one‟s 

father, grandfather or an earlier male ancestor. Metronymic naming system is a 

component of a name based on one‟s mother or female‟s ancestor. In England names 

ending with suffix “son” were often originally patronymic, for example names like 

Goodson, Johnson and Wilson. Johnson means son of John, Wilson means a son of Wil. 

Also the prefix “Mac” used in England and Wales to form a patronyms for example 

MacDonald, means a son of Donald, MacCoinich means a son of Coinich. 
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 In Wales the prefix verch (from merch) used to indicate daughters of: for example 

VerchOwain means a daughter of Owain. Jews have historically used Hebrews 

patronymic names; in the Jewish patronymic naming system. The first name is followed 

by “ben” for the male (son of) and “bat” for female means a daughter of: in Africa Masai 

use “Ole” means a son of:. For example names like; Olesendeka means a son of Sendeka, 

Olemong‟oi means a son of Mong‟oi, Olelaiza means a son of Laiza, and Oleolonya 

means a son of Olonya. 

 

According to Charsley (1969:27-28) in Nyakyusa tribe naming system, there is addition 

of “mwa” in surnames for male and omission of “mwa” in surnames for female. Some of 

the examples he used are: 

 

Male        female 

Mwaipopo       Ipopo 

Mwakinyolobi       Kinyolobi 

Mwaigonja       Igonja 

Mwakipesile       Kipesile 

 

Dickens (1985) investigated the linguistic features of Zulu personal names, in which she 

found that the Zulu use the infix „No‟ when they form a new female name from a male 

name. She used the following names to illustrate this investigation. Vela is a male name 

while uNomvela appears to be a female one; hence this name is gender specific. In 

addition, it constructs gender.  
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The research done by Mandende (2009) on Tshivenda names shows that most Tshivenda 

names which are bestowed on people regardless of their gender are regarded as neutral, 

such as Tshililo to mean weeping, Lufumo to mean love and Musulo to mean peace. The 

names that denote gender begins with prefix „Nya‟, „Nwa‟, „Ra‟or „Ne‟. Personal names 

that begin with prefix „Nya‟ and „Nwa‟ refer to female such as Nyabele, Nyadobo, and 

Nyadenga, Nwasundani, and Nwafunyunyu where as names that begin with the prefix 

“Ra-” and “Ne-” refer to male such as Raulinga, Ravhula, Ratombo, Nefefe, Nenungwi 

and Nemakonde. Therefore the uses of these prefixes show how the society constructs 

gender through naming system. 

 

Agrawal (2007) explains that, a child may be born into a family which is made up of 

mother and father along with the mother‟s parents or one may be born into a family of 

parents along with the father‟s parents. Therefore the middle name and surname given to 

the child depends on the father or mother‟s ancestors while the first name depends upon 

the willing of parents. Schneider (1968) suggests that in American kinship system the 

child is seen as deriving its identity equally from the mother and the father. 

 

2.2.4 Naming System and Gender Stereotyping 

Stereotyping has been explained by Bovee, et al (1995) as the process of categorizing 

individuals by predicting their behaviour based on their membership of a particular class. 

Gender stereotyping is concerned with general beliefs about sex-linked traits which are 

the collections of psychological characteristics and behaviuors characterizing men and 

women and gender roles which are activities appropriate for men or women but which are 

socially constructed. Femino and Nickerson (2000) argue that a stereotype is a view of a 

person based upon narrow assumptions. It is used by those who don‟t notice properly 
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what a person realy is. It is hard to believe that gender stereotyping is created out of the 

human interactions, social life and is a structure of that society. 

 

Khan and Ali (2012) comment that all the groups of people in the society suffer from 

stereotyping including men. It affects our perception about people and our notions. 

Gender stereotyping is being done from the beginning level of childhood for instance 

naming and clothing. Boys and girls learn from the family and peers what it means to be a 

man or woman.  Gender stereotying are practiced in everyday life including naming 

system. 

 

Holland (1990) depicts that gender stereotypes occur when generic attributes, opinions or 

roles have been applied towards either gender and results are apparent every where in the 

society, therefore gender stereotyping is everywhere in the society and it starts at the 

family level, institutions, and all the society at large. Mugo (1988) supports the idea of 

gender stereotyping when s/he suggests that at the family level, to these days, women‟s 

ability is assumed to be inferior to that of men.  

 

Ortner (1974) argued that nature is universally devalued by culture; because of their role 

in reproduction, women are closely identified with nature; therefore, women share in the 

universal devaluation of nature by culture. Naming system is part and parcel of culture 

hence it plays a great role in devaluation of women. 

 

 Snae (2005) supports by commenting that boys can be named by taking names of 

important male characters which are socially constructed and accepted as have lasting 

literary value like; strength, perfectness, and wiser while girls are named by taking names 
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of important female characters which are socially constructed, like beauty, softness, 

gentleness, and mildness. The examples from Thai have been used, for instance, names 

for boys or male children are; Chakkri meaning an actor from KnunChang, ChanPhaen 

and Suthat, ChoeChai meaning perfect man, Chatri meaning a mighty man, WaroPhon 

meaning strong man, KriangKrai meaning bravery and Suriya which meaning the sun. 

Names for girls are Manlika (Jasmine), Maliwan (Jasmine), and Watisana (Charisma) all 

of which are names of flowers. Furthermore there are names like, Pranit meaning gentle, 

Lamun meaning soft, Sukhum meaning mild and Wasita meaning sweet and aromatic. 

These examples show how the society stereotypes gender through naming. 

 

Rosaldo (1974) argued that female subordination rooted in the division between domestic 

and public spheres along with a consistent devaluation of the former are open to criticism 

on similar grounds. This brief overview of the theoretical approach attempts to 

conceptualize and explain gender differences and inequalities, and has hardly led us to 

consensual view of the matter. Since gender is socially constructed, naming system 

responded to this aspect.  

 

Smith (2013) conceptualized stereotyping that it is when a person puts another person in a 

certain category; hence stereotypes are qualities as assigned to groups of people related to 

their race, nationality, sexual orientation and gender to mention a few examples, while 

Holland (1983) comments that  nicknames have a great influence in gender – related 

stereotypes. He insists that, conventions regarding nickname coinage and usage are 

closely connected to the gender of bearer and users, and that males have more nicknames 

and coin them than females. There are also significant sex-linked differences in linguistic 
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sources and the users of nicknames. Female nicknames function as indicators of affection 

rather than for humorous or critical effect. 

 

 Phillips (1990) suggests on nicknames as the influence of gender stereotypes, as he said 

nicknames have a great perpetuation of gender-related stereotype. He exemplified that 

male nicknames relate typically to connotations of strength, hardness, and maturity while 

female nicknames relate more to beauty, pleasantness, kindness, and goodness. Busse 

(1983) explains that male nicknames, have a high frequency of occurance, and are more 

masculine in being phonetically shorter, often derived from surnames and less 

affectionate than female nicknames. 

 

Snae (2005) suggests that names show important information such as titles, gender, 

marital status, and even birthplace. Therefore names provide different elements, which 

may differ between cultures. She used examples from Thai names that, the meaning of the 

name for a girl Pensri means “the goodness and beauty of the moon” while Suriya means 

a sun. How do we know which name belongs to a boy or a girl? The selection of names 

according to gender differs from one culture to another. 

Gender stereotypes are very influential; they affect conceptualizations of women and men 

and establish social categories for gender. The categories represent what people think, and 

even when beliefs vary from reality. The belief can be very powerful forces in judgments 

of self and others. Mc Conells-Ginet (2000) sites the examples of English names that have 

descriptive contents for instance a name like Rose given to girls is not literary a flower 

but may suggest the beauty of those fragrant blossoms.  
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So through literature, gender construction means social treatment of something based on 

gender. Scholars have worked on how different domains of social life construct gender 

distinction in which naming system is part of it. 

 

The literature shows that many scholars attempted to asses naming system in general but 

did not investigate how the society constructs and stereotypes gender through naming 

system. This causes the gap which needs to be filled. The study aimed at filling the gap by 

assessing the nature of naming system in Kindali and how the society constructs and 

stereotypes gender through naming system.  

 

2.3 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter attempted to review the general concept of naming system, gender 

construction, and gender stereotyping in other related literature. The literature shows that 

many scholars attempted to assess naming system in general but did not investigate how 

the society constructs and stereotypes gender through naming system in Kindali speech 

community. This causes the big gap which needs to be filled by this study. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter concerns with the procedures of data collection and analyisis of the findings. 

It comprises of introduction, research design, the area of the study and population, sample 

size and sampling techniques, techniques of data collection, data management and 

analysis, reliability and validity, and the conlusion of the chapter. 

 

3.1 Research Design 

The study used a combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches in collection and 

analysis of data. The data were collected through interviews and questionnaires. Kiswahili 

and Kindali were the main languages used in collection of data because these languages 

are well known by the respondents. Structured interviews and indepth interviews through 

key informants were conducted in which much information was collected. Questionnaires 

were prepared and administered to the respondents to supplement interviews in data 

collection. 

 

3.2 The Area of the Study and Population 

The study was conducted at Bundali division in Ileje district, Mbeya region. Bundali is an 

administrative division in Ileje district. According to the 2012 Tanzania national census of 

population and settlement, the population of the Ileje district was 124451 people where by 

58463 are males and 65988 are females. Bundali division was estimated to have the 

population of 60153 people, in which the target population was drawn. This division is 

found in Ileje district (Tanzania National Census report 2013 Mbeya region). 
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Ileje district is located at latitude 9
o
15

'
 and 9

o 
38' south and longitude 32

o
 50

' 
and 33

o
 45

' 

east along the Tanzania –Malawi border (Kwiligwa et al, 1994). Bundali division is the 

highland which covers about 1000km
2
 in the south west part of Tanzania. Ethnic groups 

found in Ileje are Wandali, Walambya, and Wamalila.  

 

The researcher selected this area because Kindali speakers live and originated in this area, 

hence the selected sample area would provide reliable data for the study. The subject of 

the study was drawn from this target population. The study included native speakers of 

Kindali language with different ages.  

 

3.3 Sample Size and Sampling Techniques 

In order to get a large amount of data and satisfactory information in naming system, 

gender construction and gender stereotyping in Kindali, the sample consisted of 60 

respondents with different ages to participate in the study in which 20 key informants 

male and female aged above 50 years were seleted. The key informants provided much 

information on naming system, gender construction, and gender stereotyping in Kindali 

compared to other 40 respondents. 

 

This sample size was obtained through convenience sampling techniques. The researcher 

chose informants deliberately due to the knowledge and experiences they possess on 

Kindali basing on age.  

 

The key informants were reflective members of the community, who know much about 

Kindali culture and who were able and willing to share their knowledge. The study used 

20 Key informants native speakers of Kindali aged above 50 years, who were purposely 
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selected because of their experience in Kindali. It used 40 respondents with regard to age, 

who were selected deliberately from the villages. They qualified for the study because of 

their experience in Kindali, in which 20 respondents participated by answering structured 

questions of the interview and 20 respondents participated by giving information through 

questionnaires, which were self administered to them to supplement the interviews in data 

collection. This was a reasonable sample size, since it was impossible to reach everybody 

in the population. 

 

Table 3 shows the distribution of the respondents by age. Overall, the respondents‟ age 

ranged between 40 years and above 60. The majority of the respondents (66.7%) were of 

age between 40 and 50 years. This is followed by the respondents aged between 51 and 

60 years (20%), while a few respondents were at the age of 61 and above (13.3%). 

 

Table 3: Distribution of Respondents by Age 

Sample size Age Frequency Percent 

 

N= 60 

40-50 40 66.7 

51-60 12 20 

61+ 8 13.3 

Total 60 100 

              Source: Field Survey 2013 

 

3.4 Techniques of Data Collection 

The study used interviews and questionnaires methods in data collection. It gathered data 

from primary sources. These primary data were gathered through structured interviews 

with open ended questions, and questionnaires with open and closed ended questions. 
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3.4.1 In-depth and Structured Interviews 

In- depth interviews were conducted to 40 informants, including 20 key informants aged 

above 50 years. The key informants were some elderly native speakers from Kindali 

speaking community with different ages. The interview sessions were administered by 

asking the prepared questions individually. The researcher was guiding the discussion and 

taking notes in note book during the interview session. The sessions were conducted at 

home of informants or at any where the informants were found like at the market place.  

 

The structured interviews with open ended questions were conducted. Some questions 

which guided the interviews are: Are there any factors that are used in naming traditional 

personal names in Kindali? If are there, mention them. Do you think there are any names 

which are commonly shared with male and female? If there are names which are shared 

by both male and female, do you think why some names are shared while others not? 

What distinguish the surnames of male and female child of the same family? Do Kindali 

personal names have any meaning? And, mention the typically Kindali names and give 

the meanings of those names which are commonly used to male and female respectively 

(refer appendix 4). 

 

 This qualitative data need information of greater depth and elaboration on naming 

system, gender construction and gender stereotyping in Kindali.  

 

3.4.2 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires were administered to 20 respondents, who know how to read and write. 

These questionnaires with open and closed ended questions were given to educated 

respondents because it was easier to get information quantitatively from them (refer 
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appendix 2). The questionnaires were administered to the respondents. The questionnaires 

were distributed to the respondents, and then the researcher gave instructions of how to 

fill, where necessary. Questionnaires were used to gather information about knowledge on 

naming system, gender construction and gender stereotyping in Kindali. Respondents 

completed the questionnaires on a voluntary basis. After the response, the researcher 

collected the questionnaires from respondents to be analyzed. 

 

3.5 Data Management and Analysis 

Data gathered were analyzed statistically/coding, in some cases data were analyzed 

descriptively.  

 

3.5.1 Data Gathered Through Interviews 

Qualitative data collected through interviews were analyzed descriptively. The data 

collected from the informants were noted down and then categorized into variables 

depending on the nature of the interview questions, then the researcher made explanations 

from the particular responses and further more the interpretation, summary, and 

conclusion was done. Also descriptive method was used in interpretation of data from the 

tables. Data collected were simply organized, summarized and analyzed to draw a valid 

conclusion.  

 

3.5.2 Data Gathered Through Questionnaires 

Data gathered through questionnaires were analyzed using simple statistics, which 

included the use of tables. Such data were presented by frequencies and cross tabulation. 

Data were calculated by percentage to draw the conclusion. 
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3.6 Reliability and Validity 

To ensure that the data are both reliable and valid the researcher attempted to follow the 

following factors: firstly the researcher did the pilot study before the actual study.  This 

pilot study was done to test variables, research instruments, techniques of data collection, 

and the availability of target informants. Secondly, the researcher ensured that, reliability 

was achieved by being consistent particulary with the procedures used in data collection. 

Interviews were used in collection of data, supplemented by questionnaires. These 

techniques used because they provided the positive results during the pilot study. Thirdly, 

the accuracy in presentation of data was observed and the results of the study were 

reproduced under similar methodology. The researcher relied on making logical 

inferences from data and being precise in describing phenomena. Fourthly the researcher 

ensured that the validity is achieved by collecting as rich data as possible. For example to 

make sure that the respondents provide the typical Kindali names which was the intention 

of the study. He ensured that the three specific objectives which were set to be achieved 

by the study are achieved and the research ethics are followed effectively. The 

respondents‟ consent was observed. The techniques of data collection were followed 

effectively; hence the measurement does what it is intended to measure.  The intention of 

the researcher was to ensure that other researchers using the same measure in other 

research with comparable respondents would get similar results.  

 

3.7 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter covered the procedures of data collection and analysis of the findings. It has 

described research design, the area of the study, the population, sample size and sampling 

techniques, techniques of data collection, data management and analysis, and the 

reliability and validity of the data. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.0 Introduction 

This section discusses the presentation and analysis of data. The discussion of the 

findings falls under five main subsections reflecting the objectives of the study set out to 

be achieved. The nature of Kindali naming system, naming system used in Kindali, 

naming system and gender, naming system and gender construction, and naming system 

and gender stereotyping, and the conclusion of the chapter. 

 

4.1 The Nature of Kindali Naming system 

The researcher collected the total of 352 typical Kindali names and assessed the nature of 

Kindali naming system. The borrowed names from other languages in Kindali were not 

collected since it was not the intention of this study. 

 

A researcher discovered that naturally Kindali has elaborate and overt morphological and 

derivational semantic processes for naming, which are some of the unique distinctive 

features of Bantu languages and Kindali in particular. The study revealed the construction 

of proper names, particularly the process involved in naming children. There are some 

features discovered by a researcher which are used in Kindali naming system depending 

on the semantic importance that the name giver wants to convey. In Kindali there are 

some names formed by lexical process and others are formed by derivational process. Out 

of 352 names the data exposed that 251 names (66%) of total names collected are formed 

by lexical process while 121 names, which is 34% of the total names which were 

collected are formed by derivational process. 
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4.1.1 Names Formed by Lexical Process  

The study discovered that there are some Kindali names which are formed through lexical 

process. This is when stems are fully formed independent word at lexical level. Some 

personal names given by respondents which are independent words come from the objects 

sorrounding the society. For example; 

Ndope- dung 

Kisha- removes all misfortune 

Funa- rubbish 

Salu- destitute/poor person 

 

4.1.2 Names Formed by Derivational Process. 

The findings revealed that there are some names formed by derivational process. The 

derivational process in Kindali names formation involved some form of derivational 

affixation. There are some stems that can be changed into verbal stems by affixing verbal 

suffixes; this process is called verbalization and some verb stems in turn can be changed 

(nominalised) into personal names by suffixation; this process is called nominalization. 

Therefore, the findings exposed that those Kindali personal names formed through 

derived/morphological form are formed by either verbalization or nominalization process.  

 

The morphological process of name construction in Kindali involved the process of 

verbal conjugation, where derivational affixes turn specific categories of morphemes into 

corresponding morphemes in another category. In Kindali language, this is a common 

source of personal names. Through the analysis of names provided by respondents, the 

findings discovered that, some of the names are constructed by the morphological 
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process. The structure of these Kindali names consists of noun class prefix which is either 

singular or plural and a noun root or stem. For example; 

 

/Tufya/ is a verb which means praise, to Lutufyo which is a personal name to mean 

praisal. In this name there is addition of prefix „lu‟ which is a noun class prefix (singular) 

and suffix „o‟ which is a nominalized suffix that changes the verb into a noun (personal 

name). The root of a name is „tufy‟. /Tamya/ is a verb which means disturb to Lutamyo 

which is the personal name to mean the disturbone. The name begins with prefix „lu‟ 

which is a noun class prefix (singular) and ends with suffix „o‟ which is the nominalized 

suffix that changes the verb into a noun (personal name), the root of the name is „tamy‟. 

/Keta/ is a verb which means see, to Bhakuketa which is the personal name to mean they 

see. This name begins with prefixes „bha‟ and „ku‟ and the stem „keta‟. „Bha‟ means they 

(third person plural), „ku‟ is the prefix which shows the tense marker (simple present). In 

Kindali culture there is a belief that when you do some thing, it is seen by the past 

ancenstors and the past ancenstors can save an individual. 

 

 /Poka/ a verb which means save, to Tupoka/ Atupoka which is a personal name to mean 

save us/ s/he saves us. The name begins with the prefixes „a‟ and „tu‟ ends with the suffix 

„a‟ and the root is „pok‟. The prefix „a‟ is the prefix of personal pronoun (first person 

singular-subjective) also acts as a noun class prefix, „tu‟ is the prefix of personal pronoun 

(third person singular- objective), and also it acts as a tense marker (past present). The 

suffix „a‟ shows the specific meaning concerning the verb/action. /Suma/ a verb which 

means ask for; to Tukusuma to mean we ask for; this name begins with prefixes „tu‟ and 

„ku‟ where by „tu‟ is the prefix of personal pronoun (first person plural)/, it acts also as a 

noun class prefix and „ku‟ is the prefix which shows, the tense marker (simple present), 
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the stem is „suma‟ and /Subhila/ a verb which means depend upon; to Lusubhilo to mean 

the dependent. The name begins with the prefix „lu‟ which is a noun class prefix, ends 

with derivational suffix „o‟ (nominalized suffix which changes the the verb Subhila to 

noun Lusubhilo [personal name]), and the root is „subhil‟. The study also revealed that 

some names have also fundamental implications for syntax because some names tend to 

be both words and sentences for instance the name Bhakuketa, Tupoka, and Suma.  

 

Apart from nominalization process the findings revealed also that there are some Kindali 

personal names which are constructed by the verbalization process. In this process a 

researcher discovered that there are some Kindali personal names which are derived from 

the process of verbalization by which a verbalizer prefix or suffix is attached to the verb 

stem to indicate the state of the action of naming or constructing personal names. 

 

 For instance; /Ghana/ a verb which means love, to Lughano, which is a noun to mean 

love, to Ghanighwa, which means the loved one, to Ghanite which means s/he loves. The 

personal name Lughano changed to personal names Ghanighwa and Ghanite which show 

the action of loving (verb).  

 

These examples show that there are some names that begin with roots, end with suffixes. 

These names can be analysed morpholologically as follows; 

 /Ghanighwa/ -„Ghan‟ is a root „ighwa‟ is a conjugative suffix, which conjugates the verb 

Ghana, /Lughano/- „lu‟ is a noun class prefix, „ghan‟ is a root and „o‟ is a derivational 

suffix (nominalized suffix that changes the verb Ghana [love] to noun Lughano [the loved 

one] which is the personal name) and /Ghanite/- „ghan‟ is a root and „ite‟ is a suffix which 

shows the tense marker (past tense). 
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The researcher also discovered that in Kindali naming system there are some nouns or 

verb  which are attached by the prefix „ka‟ to form a personal name. This feature of 

attaching „ka‟ appeared also in nicknames. The prefix „ka‟ normally shows the 

diminutive. For example; Ka- songwi comes from the noun songwi, which is kind of tree 

(prefix [ka] +noun [songwi]). 

 

Ka-longoti comes from the noun mlongoti which is the kind of tree; longoti is a stem 

(prefix [ka] +noun [mlongoti]), „ka‟ takes the place of prefix „m‟. Hence form the name 

Kalongoti.  

 

Ka- sanu comes from the noun sanu which is the kind of grass used for roofing 

(prefix [ka]+noun[sanu]). 

 

Ka- sumuni comes from the word sumuni which is 50 cents (prefix [ka]+noun[sumuni]). 

The prefix „ka‟ diminutive in Kindali is used mostly in nicknames like; Ka- fwaghila 

comes from the verb fwaghila which means to eat everything (prefix[ka]+verb[fwaghila]). 

 

Ka-komomuleso comes from the noun ngomo which means stick hence Kakomomuleso 

means s/he used his/her designation as stick for beating others (Prefix [ka] +noun 

[ngomomuleso]).  The prefix „ko‟ takes the place of the prefix „ngo‟. 

 

Ka-ruma comes from the verb ruma which means bite. The name Karuma means the 

prostitute woman (Prefix [ka] +verb [ruma]). 
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Moreover the prefix „na‟ is used in nicknames to show that the owner of the name is the 

possessor of some thing. For instance; Na-katwafulo which means the one with big 

stomach (prefix [na] + noun [katwafulo]). Thus this means the one who possesses a big 

stomach. Katwafulo is a nickname of stomach, which is called lwanda/lufukwe in Kindali. 

Na-mpala which means the possessor of bald (chipala), (prefix [na] + noun [chipala]) the 

prefix „na‟ replaces the prefix „chi‟. This means the possessor of bald. 

 

Na-mkondelo is the nickname given to the people who walk with the assistance of stick 

(prefix [na] + noun [mkondelo]). Therefore Na-mkondelo means the possessor of 

mkondelo. Mkondelo is a nickname of stick. The real name of stick in Kindali is 

Ngomo/ngili/sagha.  

 

4.2 Naming System used in Kindali 

This section discusses the naming system used in Kindali.  A surname given to a child 

whether it is based on father or mother was traced. On the other hand it examines the 

factors that are used in naming system in Kindali culture, presence of ceremonies and the 

participants of those ceremonies in Kindali culture. The section further investigates the 

period of naming a child and whether those names have any meaning. Lastly, this section 

examined nicknames and teknonyms as source of naming system in Kindali. 

 

4.2.1 Family or Surnames 

The respondents were asked to state whether a surname given to a child is based on 

mother, father, grandmother, grandmale ancestors, grandfemale ancestors or others. Table 

4 shows the response of the respondents with regard to the family name in Kindali. 
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Table 4: Response of Respondents on Family or Surnames 

 

 

 

 

 

              Source: Field Survey 2013 

 

Table 4 indicates that there were three categories of responses on family name or 

surnames. All respondents (100%) responded that, a name given to a child is based on a 

name of one‟s father, grandfather or an earlier male ancestor. During the interview one 

respondent said that  

 

Ingamu jha chikolo jikubha jha bhabha ukukongana ni chimila cha twi 

bhandali.umulisha gwejho a kupapa, linga ghwamupa u mwana ingamu jha 

kumukolo, imishuka jhitanga mupokela umwana, kuchikolo bhwo ghwi 

sosi.ughwo mwiko ku bhandali. 

 

According to Kindali culture, the surname must base on one‟s father or on the side 

of father because a male is the one who bears a child. If you give a child a name 

based on one‟s mother, the past ancestors cannot receive her or him in the family. 

He/she will be regarded as one who was born out of the wedlock, which is taboo 

for the culture of Wandali. 

 

Example of family name based on one‟s father is shown on table 5. This example aimed 

to show whether Kindali naming system is patronymic or metronymic.  

 

     

Sample 

size 

Categories Frequency Percent 

 

 

 

N=20 

Mother, Grandmother, and 

Female ancestor 

- - 

Father, Grandfather,  and 

Male ancestor 

20 100 

Others - - 

Total 20 100 
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Table 5: The Family Name Based on One’s Father 

Names of the 

mother 

Names of the 

father 

Names of the children 

First 

name 

Surname First 

name 

Surname First 

name 

Middle 

name 

Surname 

Nyasi Kabujhe Suli Swila Kisha Suli Swila 

 Kafuki Suli Swila 

Mboli Suli Swila 

Ndula Suli Swila 

Ndope Suli Swila 

         Source: Field Survey 2013 

 

Table 5 indicates an example of naming system used in Kindali. This is an example of 

family of Mr. Suli Swila and his wife Nyasi Kabhuje. They have three children who are 

Kisha, Kafuki, Mboli, Ndula, and Ndope. The middle name of their children is Suli which 

is the name of their father, and the surname is Swila which is the surname of their father. 

From this observation it shows that the family name is based on one‟s father. 

 

This system is used to all surnames in Kindali and it is inherited from one generation to 

another. It is believed that by naming a child after someone, the characteristics of that 

person are automatically inherited. The family name is also called the clan name because 

it does not change; it is inherited from one generation to another. In Kindali it is known as 

Ingamu jha chikolo. 

 

The findings revealed that, naming system in Kindali is based on a name of one‟s father, 

grandfather or an earlier male ancestor. The respondents remarked that the names of 

ancestors were given because they were trying to please the ancestors before they think to 
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come back and cause negative effects to the family; For example, illness, death, and any 

other misfortune to the family. Therefore it is patronymic naming system. This idea can 

be supported by Fernandez (2011) who suggests that naming system can be patronymic or 

metronymic. For example in Kindali the researcher discovered that, for male there is 

addition of prefix „mala‟ and for female there is addition of prefix „na‟. These additions 

of prefixes show that, names are originally patronymic for example; 

                              

                            Name                                     Meaning 

                           Mala-kabujhe                           A son of kabujhe, 

                           Mala-mwalilino                      A son of mwalilino, 

                           Mala-mwogha                       A son of mwogha, 

                           Na-kabujhe                             A daughter of kabujhe, 

                           Na-mwalilino                       A daughter of mwalilino, 

                           Na -mwogha                          A daughter of mwogha, 

 

The findings also revealed that the Kindali surnames have got the meaning, for example 

during the interview one respondent remarked that, 

 Majina ya koo za Kindali kwa asili yana maana kufuatana na imani ya wanaukoo, 

kwa mfano ukoo wa Kibona/Chibhona pia huitwa wakina Mjhafula wa kiume na wa 

kike wanaitwa wakina Nafula. Majina haya yalitokana na kwamba walikuwa 

wakienda kuabudu makaburini, kulikokuwa kunajengwa nyumba ya msonge iitwayo 

shenga na mahali paliitwa chiputo ili mvua zinyeshe, zilikuwa zinanyesha mvua 

kubwa. Ukoo huo pia ulikuwa huwezi kulia, mkiwa msibani mpaka wazike 

mwanaukoo aliyekufa, zilikuwa zikigongwa kengele tu. Mtu alikuwa akilia kabla 

hawajazika mvua kubwa ilikuwa inayesha hivyo wakawaita wakina Mjhafula kwa 

wanaume na wakina Nafula kwa wale wa kike kama jina la sifa, kwa Kindali tunaita 

imbalo. Jina hili linatumika mpaka sasa. 
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Originally Kindali family names/surnames have got meanings depending on 

believes of the members of the clan. For instance the surname of „Chibhona‟; is also 

called „Mjhafula‟ for males and „Nafula‟ for females. This is because when they go 

to pray to the place where people are buried, in which  a rounded house known as 

„shenga‟ used to be built , the place known as „chiputo‟ to ask for a rain, it rained a 

heavily. The word „fula‟ in Kindali means rainfall in English. In such a clan, one 

could not cry at the burial ceremony before the dead person is buried. You are to 

wait until s/he is buried. They used to ring the bell. If one cried before the burial it 

would heavily rain. Hence they called them „Mjhafula‟ for male and „Nafula‟ for 

females. In Kindali that praise name is called „Imbalo‟.  

 

 

These remarks show that Kindali surnames have meanings and people have their system 

of naming; according to respondents‟ remarks the surname of Kajhange come from the 

word Mukajhange which was used during funnel ceremony to farewell the dead person, 

because they were frequently dying, which means you have to go. Later they called 

Kajange/ Kayange/ Kajhange. Also the family name of Mwogha originally comes from 

the family name of Kajhinga/ Kajinga. The word Mwogha means coward. These people 

were cowards; they were afraiding. Hence, escaping the chiefdom and witch doctors. 

They were afraiding of being given the leadership of being a chief. 

 

One respondent when interviewed gave the meaning of family name of Swila. The 

respondent remarked that;  

Wakina Swila asili yao ni wakina Mulumbe. Walipewa jina hilo kwasababu ya 

uganga wao. Walikuwa wanatumia nyoka aina ya Swila kutibu wagonjwa, 

hivyo wakawaita wakina Swila jina la ukoo linalotumika hadi leo, jina la 

Mulumbe limebaki kuwa jina la kutukuza kwa Kindali tunaita Imbalo. 

 

Originally it came from the family name of „Mulumbe‟. They were given the 

surname „Swila‟ because they were using a snake, the kind of „Swila‟ to cure 

the patient hence they called them „Swila‟. The family name which they used 
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until now. The family name of „Mulumbe‟ remains the praise name in Kindali 

which we call „Imbalo. 

 

 

On top of that, there are surnames which were remarked by the respondents like, Mshani 

which comes from the word Mshana fyela. Mshana means ironsmith. Fyela means iron. 

The surname Mwambene is the surname given by the Banyakyusa from Rungwe. This 

family name comes from the word mbene or mbushi which means goat. This clan was 

famous for barter trade. They were exchanging the crops from Unyakyusa for goats from 

Undali hence the Nyakyusa people called them Bhomwambene and the family name 

Kabuje/kabhujhe comes from the word mbujhe which are wild yams. The respondents 

remarked that; these wild yams were eaten during the period of hunger, consequently 

their neighbours started to call them Kabhujhe. 

From the remarks above the findings revealed that the Kindali surnames have meanings. 

The meanings of Kindali names in general will be discussed in detail in item 4.2.5 of this 

chapter. 

 

4.2.2. Factors for Naming System in Kindali Culture 

This subsection aimed at identifying factors that are used in naming system in Kindali 

culture. The respondents were asked to show their knowledge on the factors that a name 

given to a child when born depends on. The respondents were asked to mention the 

factors for naming system in Kindali. The factors which were mentioned by the 

respondents are events, attribute/praise, occasion, heroes, seasons and time of harvest, 

traditional religion, rituals, disabilities and problems.  

 

During the interviews also the researcher discovered that there are other factors used in 

naming system apart from the categories given by the respondents. The respondents 
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mentioned some factors included in the questionnaires and others, which are happiness at 

having a boy child first, problems during mother‟s pregnant, and hope. Some respondents 

said that naming system in Kindali has been affected by Christianity. Most people 

nowadays use the names from the Bible for example Sara, Rebheka, Musa, Jhosephu, 

Mariamu, Jhohani, Jhoni, Esitara, Matajhi and Adamu. 

 

The researcher discovered that Kindali names are dying. If you give a child a traditional 

Kindali name, people regard you as a pagan and uncivilized one. Others said that, if you 

follow customs and traditions you will not inherit the kingdom of God. The European 

forced Bandali people to change their names and replace them with European ones.  

The researcher discovered also that the missionaries brought a culture that was imposed to 

African people. They were forced to follow the culture of their masters which was 

regarded as superior. This influence affected the choice of personal names. This is 

supported by Yanga (1978) when he comments that the authentic African names were 

symbols of paganism for the earlier missionaries. Some names remarked by the 

respondents as European names are John, James, Yohana, Mathayo, Andrew, Ester, Peter, 

Livingstone, Sala, Christopher, and Frank. 

 

The respondents also claimed that, through Christianity Kindali names and naming 

system as a whole have shifted from Kindali to Kinyakyusa since the intrusion of religion. 

The missionaries reached in Rungwe where they established churches in Nyakyusa 

society. The Bible was written in Kinyakyusa. Such missionaries extended their activities 

to Bundali land which by the time was part of Rungwe land. All religious activities were 

done in Kinyakyusa hence made a shift of Kindali names to Kinyakyusa and western 

ones.  
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The findings revealed that most of the first names in Kindali are Nyakyusa names. 

Christianity has negative effect on Kindali names by causing the shift of Kindali names. 

This shift in question caused Kindali names to die as claimed by respondents. The 

findings also revealed that most of the typical Kindali names mentioned by the 

respondents are names of elders and past ancestors. Examples of a few Nyakyusa names 

which are very common in Kindali include; 

 

Ambindwile means he changed me 

Ambokile means he saved me 

Atupokile means he saved us 

Andongwisye means he leads me 

Anganile means he loved me 

Atupelile means he creates us 

 

Some names given by the respondents which are typical Kindali names have been 

categorized according to factors of naming system. The first category is simply to name 

the child depending on the problems during mother‟s pregnant. For example the names 

like Bhutolwe which means problem and Ngupya which means that Iam being disturbed.  

 

Second, the investigation explored that there are some Kindali names which are 

derogatory ones. These are personal names that are bestowed on children who are born 

after successive deaths of other children in the family. For example; Milongwi (male) 

which comes from the word soil; the name is given to the child when the rest of the 

children died at birth and only one survived, Bhakongaghe which means that they have to 

follow after those died children, Bhabhukaghe which means that they have to go to hell, 
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Mushuka is the name given to the child born after the one who died, and also there are 

names that are given to the child who was born when others died like Mulape, Kafuki, and 

Ndope. Mulape means they have to count those who died, Kafuki means s/he has followed 

immediately after those who died, and Ndope means the mud. 

 

Third, names have been categorized according to disabilities. For instance names like 

Napotwa which means that I have failed, and Mbotwa; also this name means I have failed. 

 

Fourth, one frequently used category is simply to name the child depending on heroes. 

For instance the names like Makwegho which comes from the word ngwegho which is a 

traditional weapon, Lyangalamu which comes from the word ngalamu which means a 

lion, Mwangwina which comes from the word ngwina meaning a crocodile, and 

Maghombe which comes from the word ng‟ombe meaning a cow or an oxen. 

 

Fifth, Ndali names are bestowed regarding rituals. For example names like 

Chiputo/Chiputa, the meaning of these names is prays to God through past ancestors, and 

Maghwila which means that gift from God through past ancestors. 

 

Sixth, Ndali names are bestowed regarding occasion. In this category the researcher 

discovered that, the name Mboto which is a name given to the child who is born during 

the harvest season, and Nafula/Mwafula which is the name given to the child who is born 

during the rainy season. 

 

Seventh, is all about the category of Kindali names that are bestowed to twins. For 

instance the name Ndembwa/Mbasa is a name always given to the first twin to be born, 
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Shindika is a name given to the second one to be born, Mbaswike is a name given to the 

female child born after the twins, and Shola is a name given to the male child born after 

the twins. 

Furthermore Kindali names are bestowed regarding to the manner a child is born. For 

example Musolobhwa and Suli are names that are bestowed to the child who is born with 

the legs coming first.  

 

The last category is Kindali names that are bestowed regarding events. This category 

comprises names like Palala/Makinda/Pashi, these names are given to the child that has 

been born during the locust period, and Bhwite; is given to child born during the war. 

Palala/ Makinda/Palala means locust and Bhwite means war. 

 

The findings also revealed that there are some names which are given to send the message 

to the oppressors. For example one respondent remarked that she was one of the wives of 

the husband who had six wives. The wives of this man changed their names after being 

oppressed by him. The respondent explained that:  

 

Abhalume bhitu bhakabha nulufundo, po ingamu shabhakolo 

bhakabhapabhilagha Ukhuti abhalisha bhashaghanianghe ukhuti 

bhalinulufundo kubhakashi bhabho. Ingamu jhangu ne Tamika, abhakashi 

bhanyitu jhumo akabha ghwi Sutile, Twakibhagha, Sibhateme, Pyanaghwe 

umunine akabha ghwi Ngupya. Umulume ghwitu akabha ghwi Mwalilino.  

 

 Our husbands were cruel and oppressors. Therefore the names of women were 

given so as to make men aware of not being cruel and oppressors to their 

wives. My name is Tamika my fellow wives are Sutile, Twakibhagha, 

Sibhateme, Pyanaghwe, and Ngupya our husband was Mwalilino. 
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The meaning of these names is:  

Name                                     Meaning                                                              

Twakibhagha                          we tolerated 

Tamika                                     the one who is disturbed and oppressed 

Pyanaghwe                               be disturbed with him 

Ngupya                                     I‟m in difficulties 

Sutile                                        I‟m customed 

Sibhateme                                      there‟s peace now 

Mwalilino                                     The modern one 

 

Thus the investigation revealed that naming system in Kindali have some factors used by 

an individual to decide on the name been given to a child or an individual. The names 

remarked above by a respondent led the researcher to discover that, these names were 

given to an individual after marriage so as to send a message to their husband who was 

cruel and oppressor; their names before marriage were Raheli, Pibhangili, Kafuki, Salu, 

Jhonas, and Bhapebhamu respectively.  

 

4.2.3 Participants in Naming System in Kindali 

Table 6 provides a summary of respondents‟ responses with regard to participants in a 

day of naming. Respondents were asked to indicate the participants who participate in 

naming system. 
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Table 6 :Participants in Kindali Naming System 

Sample size Categories Frequency Percent 

 

 

 

 

N=20 

Religious leaders 2 10 

All the family - - 

The clan 17 85 

Grandmother, grandfather, 

mother and father 

1 5 

Others - - 

Total 20 100 

          Source:  Field Survey 2013 

 

Table 6 shows that out of 20 respondents who responded to this question, 85% responded 

that the clan participates in a day of naming a child. Also 10% of respondents responded 

that religious leaders participate and 5% of respondents responded that grandmother, 

grandfather, father and mother participate. No respondent who responded on the 

categories of all the family and others. 

 

The results show that the participants in naming system in Kindali are the clan, especially 

the families with close relation. According to table 6 above, the participants include 

grandfather and grandmother from the sides of husband, parents and other close relatives 

excluding children, as respondents said when interviewed. In traditional Kindali culture, 

not every one can participate in the task of naming the child. Only the elders participate in 

giving a child a name as remarked by the respondents.  

 

Recently names are given by parents. In Ndali culture the first name to be given to the 

child immediately after been born is called Inyitighwa. This name is a name given to the 
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child from someone else in the clan, normally a grandfather, grandmother, aunt, uncle or 

other passed ancestors.  After a child has been given a name, the parents of the child 

inform an individual in the clan with that name. An individual with the name gives a gift 

to that child to show the acceptance usually a hen or a rooster.  

 

For example; Salu is a daughter of Mr. Chimila therefore the son of Salu can call his first 

son Chimila. This first name Chimila to the son of Salu is called inyitighwa in Kindali 

naming system. A respondent insisted that “every child in Kindali culture must be given 

that name so called inyitighwa or ingamu jha mwiko (a name given to the child from 

some else in the clan, normally a grandparents, aunt, uncle or other passed ancenstors). 

Many people change those names when they get baptized or go at school, because they 

believe that those names are for uncivilized people. 

 

4.2.4 Ceremonies in Kindali Naming System 

An attempt was made to ask questions about the presence of ceremonies in naming 

system in Kindali. Table 7 provides the summary of respondents‟ views, about 

ceremonies in naming system in Kindali. The respondents were provided two categories 

of yes or no. They were required to respond yes if there are ceremonies in naming system 

in Kindali and no if they are not practiced. 

                       

Table 7: Ceremonies in Naming Systems in Kindali 

Sample size Categories Frequency Percent 

 

N=20 

Yes 8 40 

No 12 60 

Total 20 100 

                  Source: Field Survey 2013 
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The summary of responses in table 7 shows that, the majority of the respondents, 60% 

responded that there are no ceremonies in naming system in Kindali. On other hand 40% 

of the respondents, responded that there are ceremonies in naming system in Kindali.  

 

Mwana ghwangu, lhwo tukabha bhakeke abhotata, umwana lingaapapighwa, 

Abhapapi bhakapijhaa ifindu nu bhalwa, nu kubhitisha ichikolo, ukubhabhula 

ukuti bhamwitite ghwini. Abhapapi bhakumwita umwana lingabhakumwita 

popo bhakumubhula jhujho bhamwitite ukuti tukwitite”. Linga umwana jho 

apapighwa mulisha abhokajhemba bha kumulisha bhakutisha ubhisa 

kubhokajhemba bha kumukolo, linga umwana jho apapighwa mukolo 

bhakutisha inguku kulusekelo. 

 

 My son, previously, our fathers when the child was born, the parents cooked 

food and local alcohol. After that they called the clan to inform them a name. 

Recently the parents give the name to the child and then inform the one who is 

his or her name and not a clan as it was previously. If the born child is a male 

the in-law parents on the side of the father of a   born child gives a gift of a 

rooster to the in-law parents of  the mother of the born child, if the child is a 

female a hen was given to show their joy. 

 

 

 Another attempt was made to ask a question why it is so. The answer from the 

interviewee was that this is due to modernity. The interviewee answered in short that 

„chisasa‟.” This means mordernity. 

 

4.2.5 Meaningfulness of Kindali Names  

The respondents were asked to indicate whether Kindali names are meaningful. Table 8 

provides a summary of respondents‟ views about whether Kindali names are meaningful 

or not. The respondents were provided with two categories which are yes and no. They 

were required to respond to the category yes, if Kindali names are meaningful and no, if 

Kindali names are meaningless. The analysis shows that 90% of respondents indicate that 
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Kindali names are meaningful while 10% of respondents, responded that they are 

meaningless 

 

Table 8: Categories of Yes and No Regarding Meaningfulness of Kindali Names  

                   

 

 

                   Source: Field Survey 2013 

 

The results above show that majority of the respondents indicate that Kindali names are 

meaningful. This is supported by Mandende (2009) who comments that African names 

should all have meanings; they are all used as a short history of the family or the 

community. Whenever personal names are used in communication, friction between 

people is minimized. The respondents explained that, Kindali names have meanings since 

they make an individual remember many things. 

Some of words which were given by the interviewee to illustrate this idea are: 

Name                    Meaning 

Mbaswike             A name given to the female child who has been born after 

                            the twin baby. 

Shola                    A name bestowed on the male child who has been born after 

                             the twin baby. 

Msolobhwa           The child who has been born when the legs come 

                                    first (unisex name). 

Napotwa                I have failed (common for male). 

Milembo/Mulembo    The child who is born through the assistance of local 

Sample size Categories Frequency Percent 

 

N=20 

Yes 18 90 

No 2 10 

Total 20 100 
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                                     medicine. 

Bhalondaghe  The name that is bestowed on a child, who is born after the  

successive deaths in the family (common for male). 

Mulape                Count all dead children (common for female). 

Kisha                      Remove all misfortune (common for female). 

Kafuki                  The name that is bestowed on a child, who is born  

                                     immediately after the dead child  ( common for female). 

 

From the results above the researcher discovered that Kindali names have got meanings 

and they carry important information. They become important tools to remaind the family 

and the society at large, different events which occurred in the past. The findings also 

revealed that the Kindali name givers give the names to their born children depending on 

the feeling; they have at that particular time which they want to convey to the society for 

example happness, joy, sorrow and praise. Therefore names are important store of culture 

of the society. 

 

4.2.6 Nicknames 

These are informal names given to people apart from their real personal names. During 

the interview, the researcher discovered that, there are some people who use nicknames, 

which are famous than their real personal names. Nicknames carry some meanings. The 

findings are supported by Phillips (1990) when he says that; 

 

 Nicknames are powerful indicators  of attitudes towards gender categories and 

because of their transient and optional nature, it has been argued that they are 

more likely to show a closer relationship to on going trends in the culture and 

society than other more fixed parts of the language.  
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When the respondents were asked to mention the nicknames and the reasons why they 

thought those particular nicknames had been given to those people, they mentioned the 

nicknames and the reasons of those nicknames. The respondents explained that, 

nicknames are given according to the habit of the person or physical appearance.  He 

insisted that a nickname sometimes becomes a real personal name in Kindali and those 

nicknames when they become real personal names; can be inherited from one generation 

to another. 

 

Some of the nicknames which are used in Kindali and then become real personal names 

are names like Chapupu, and Kalimilo. According to the respondents‟ remarks, the name 

Chapupu comes from the word pupu which means restless. Therefore the name Chapupu 

means the one who is restless. The name Kalimilo comes from the word lima, which is a 

verb to mean cultivate. It was a nickname given to a good peasant, but it became a 

personal name and got inherited from one generation to another by the process so called 

ukwita and the name which is given through this process is known as inyitighwa.  

 

Ukwita means the name of a child is given from the name of any member of the clan, 

usually the grandfather, grandmother, uncle, aunt and other close relative. The 

respondents also mentioned some nicknames which are formed by abbreviation for 

example Mchalukaghe to Chalu, Mshani to Shani, and Kalongoti to Kalo. Other 

nicknames given by the respondents are; 

 

Nicknames                           Meaning 

Kolichaka                    The good farmer. 

Chingoli                     An individual who is sexually hungry.  
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Mwachifujeje              People who misuse money. 

Kakomomuleso       People who use their designations as a stick to beat others. 

Kafilimbi                 The talkative. 

Kabejha                    The one who is after salt all the time to his/her neighbours 

Nakatisilo               A wizard 

Nakatwafulo         The one with a big stomach. 

Chingw‟elo            The drunkard person. 

Kafwaghila            The one who eats everything. 

Chipatala (hospital)    The prostitutes  

Kalashi/ kalongoti      The tall man 

 

From the remarks above the researcher discovered that the reasons for nicknames are 

physical characteristics, personal characteristics of the bearer, entertainments, and 

abbreviation by shortening the name. The findings revealed that nicknames are among the 

sources of naming system in Kindali.  

 

4.2.7 Teknonyms 

The researcher discovered that technonym is among of the sources of naming system in 

Kindali. In Kindali usually once a person has got a child, people should never address 

him/her by his/her personal name; instead, they should use teknonyms. The parents feel 

respected if they are addressed by the names of their children, and they are pleased as 

they realize that the community also recognizes them as parents. Teknonyms form a link 

between spouses since father and mother are both referred to, by teknonyms as they 

always involve the name of the same child. Some of the examples of teknonyms in 

Kindali are; 
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Mamatumpe- Tumpe‟s mother 

Mamamulape- Mulape‟s mother 

Mamamashoshi- Mashoshi‟s mother 

Bhabhakisha- Kisha‟s father 

Bhabhatamika- Tamika‟s father 

Bhabhamushuka- Mushuka‟s father 

 

This is supported by Mandende (2009), when she explained that a teknonyms is a term 

that refers to a name given in a situation where a father, mother or grandparent is 

addressed by the personal name of his or her child or grand child. Alford (1988) suggests 

that teknonyms is a practice whereby parents at the birth of their child cease to be known 

by their former personal names and are known as “father of” (child‟s name) and “mother 

of” (child‟s name). 

 

In Kindali the words used to refer to the female parents are mama/majhi/ng‟ina and 

nyoko, and words used to refer to male parents are bhabha/ghuso/ghwise and tata. The 

researcher discovered that only the word mama and bhabha are used in teknonyms. When 

the attempt was made to ask why those words are not used in teknonyms while they refer 

to female and male parents respectively; the respondents responded that they don‟t know. 

Since they were born, they found the name „mama‟ and bhabha are being used to refer to 

“a mother of” or “a father of”.  

Through the analysis of data the researcher discovered that the word „bhabha‟ (father) and 

„mama‟ (mother) are widely used in first, second and third person. The word „bhabha‟ 

(father) and mama (mother) are used as teknonyms because are widely used. 
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4.3 Naming System and Gender 

This section aimed at investigating whether there is any relationship between naming 

system and gender. The respondents were required to indicate whether there are names 

which are specific for male or female. In this subsection two categories of yes and no 

were provided.  

 

Table 9 provides a summary of respondent‟s responses with regard to names given to 

male and female respectively. 

 

Table 9: Specific Names for Male and Female 

Sample size Categories Frequency Percent 

 

N=20 

Yes 18 90 

No 2 10 

Total 20 100 

                       Source; Field Survey 2013 

 

The summary of response in table 9 indicates that the majority of the respondents (90%) 

responded that there are specific names given to male and female. Only few respondents 

(10%) responded that there are no specific names given to male or female. This means 

that in Kindali, there are names which are specific for male, female and others are given 

for both male and female. The results above indicate that naming system have 

relationship with gender. 

 

During the interview, the respondents mentioned some names which are specific for 

female like Nyasi, Kafuki, Mulape and Kisha. They mentioned names which are specific 
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for male like Lyangalamu, Mwalukyegho, and Milongwi and some names which are 

commonly used for both male and female like Mushuka, Musolobhwa, and Suli. 

 

These comments show that in Kindali there are some names which are commonly used 

for males, females, and unisex respectively.  

 

4.4 Naming System and Gender Constructions 

This section aimed at investigating whether the society constructs gender through naming 

system in Kindali or not. The respondents were asked to mention the factors that 

distinguish surnames of male and female child of the same family. They were asked to 

mention many typical traditional names found in Kindali. These questions aimed at 

examining how the society constructs gender through naming system in Kindali. 

 

The respondents failed to mention the factors that distinguish the surnames of male and 

female child of the same family but they mentioned the surnames of male and female 

child of the same family. The researcher discovered that the mentioned names are 

distinguished by the prefix. The respondents remarked that; 

Ingamu sha chikolo isha bhandali abhakolo tukuti Na-kabhujhe, Na- mbene, 

Na-swila, Na-kapesa, Na-kamwela, Na-chibhona, tukuongela „una‟, abhalisha 

tukwitisha isa bhwo ingamu jha chikolo jhili. Isa jha Kabhuje, Mwambene, 

Swila, Kapesa, Kamwela, nijha Chibhona. Ukuti mwana ghwa nongi 

kubhakolo tukuti Na-kabhujhe, Na-kamwela, kubhalisha tukuti Mala-kabhujhe, 

Mala-lojala, nu Mala-suli. 

 

 The family name in Ndali people for females, we say „Na-kabujhe‟, „Na-

mbene‟, „Na-swila‟, „Na-kapesa‟, „Na-kamwela‟, „Na-chibhona‟, we add „na‟. 

For males we call as it is, like „Kabhujhe‟, „Mwambene‟, „Swila‟, „Kapesa‟, 

„Kamwela‟, and „Chibhona‟. To say „a son of;‟ or „a daughter of;‟ we say „Na-
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kabhujhe‟, „Na-kamwela‟, for females and for males we say „Mala-kabhujhe‟, 

„Mala-lojala‟, and Mala-suli. 

 

Thus, the results show that the factors that distinguish the surname of the same family are 

not well known by the respondents but they know the surnames distinguished by those 

factors. 

 

 Through the analysis of the names provided by the respondents, a researcher discovered 

that the prefix „mala‟ and „na‟ are used in Kindali to form a patromic naming system. 

„Mala‟ starts at first name or surname of a father to mean „a son of:‟ and „na‟ starts at first 

name or surname of a father to mean „a daughter of:‟ for example; 

               Mala-Mwang‟eka means a son of Mwang‟eka 

               Mala-Kabuje means a son of Kabuje 

               Mala-Lojala means a son of Lojala 

                Mala-Mbughi means a son of Mbughi 

                Na-mwang‟eka means a daughter of Mwang‟eka 

                Na-kabuje means a daughter of Kabhujhe 

                Na-lojala means a daughter of Lojala 

                 Na-mbughi means a daughter of Mbughi  

 

Kindali surnames also show how the society constructs gender. Normally for males the 

surnames do not comprise of prefix while for females the surnames comprise of prefix 

„na‟for examples; 

Males                                                                         females 

Kamwela                                                                 Na-kamwela 

Chibhona/kibona                                                      Na-chibhona 
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Swila                                                                        Na-swila 

Chejho/Cheyo                                                          Na-chejho 

Mwambene                                                              Na-mbene 

Kapange                                                                  Na-kapange 

Chisunga                                                                 Na-chisunga 

Nyemba                                                                  Na-nyemba 

 

The word ndembwa/mbasa in Kindali is used to refer to twins. The male twin is known as 

shi-ndembwa while the female twin is known as na-ndembwa. Therefore the prefix „shi‟ 

and „na‟ distinguish between male and female gender. Also the male child born after the 

the twins is known as Shola while the female is known as Mbaswike. 

 

These results show how the society constructs gender through naming system in Kindali. 

Personal names that show how the society constructs gender through naming system in 

Kindali are shown below. 

       Names commonly used in male                 Names commonly used by female             

            Milongwi                                                       Nyasi 

             Lyangalamu                                                  Kafuki    

             Mwalilino                                                     Mwaghe  

              Makwego                                                     Mulape 

              Mwangwina                                                  Kisha 

              Mwalukwego                                                Ndope 

 

Personal names and surnames have a great importance in identifying an individual. The 

study revealed that the society constructs gender through naming system by the process of 
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affixation especially by the addition of prefix and common uses of names based on 

gender.  

 

4.5 Naming System and Gender Stereotyping 

The researcher has discovered that the society stereotypes gender through naming system. 

The respondents were asked to mention many typical Kindali names. They were also 

asked to state Kindali names which are used for males only and females only, and then to 

mention those names. One of the aims of these questions was to examine whether the 

society stereotypes gender through naming system. As depicted by Snae (2005) that boys 

can be named by taking names of important male characters and accepted as having 

lasting literary value like strength, perfectness, and wisdom while girls are named basing 

on female characters which are socially constructed like beauty, softness, gentleness, and 

mildness.  

 

The researcher realized that there are some Kindali names which praise men and demean 

women. This is supported also by a study by Swila, (2000) when explains that negative 

stereotyping of women is deeply rooted in society and the way women are talked about, 

even by women themselves, is a good case of persistent stereotyping. Hence the argument 

of this study is that stereotype arise from the assumption that one group represents the 

normal and is, therefore assumed to be superior to other groups as in Kindali culture; they 

believe that men are stronger and wiser than women. Women are wrongly believed to be 

weak, coward, and less wise. There are women who are stronger and wiser than men. 

Kindali names contain a majority of popular cultural images and often reinforce gender 

stereotypes. 
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The findings revealed that the society stereotypes gender through naming system as 

observed in the following Kindali personal names, that show the image on how the 

society stereotypes gender through naming system; 

Male names                                                            

Mwangwina- means a crocodile                               

Lyangalamu- means a lion                                       

Mang‟ombe- means a cow (oxen)                         

Mahala- means wisdom   

Mbhwite- means war 

Sabhusha- means consider 

 

Female names  

Funa- The child born in poverty situation. The word funa means rubbish. 

Nyasi – The child born in poverty situation 

Chiposo- The child born in poverty situation. 

Tabhusi- Kind of bird with attractive colour 

Ngibho- The name comes from the word chibho, which is the instrument used for 

 serving food and local alcohol. 

 

The findings revealed that the society fosters gender stereotyping through naming system 

by the common uses of personal names that indicate strength and wisdom for males only 

but not for females and the personal names which show poverty and beauty are used for 

females and not for males. These results imply that the society plays its part as one of the 

gender orders to perpetuate gender stereotyping through naming system. The situation 
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generally shows that the society views women representation as inferior to men to mean 

that the society in question praises males and demeans females. 

 

This study was guided by the theory of onomastics. The theory deals with the meaning 

and content of proper names in which personal names are included. Personal names were 

the main concern of this study.  The study assesses the nature of naming system in 

Kindali, including meaning, and investigates how the society constructs and stereotypes 

gender through naming system. So there are correlations of the theoretical framework and 

the findings of the study since both deals with the meaning and content of personal 

names.  The theory of onomastics was applicable for satisfying the aimed objectives of 

the study.  

 

4.6 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter covered data presentation, analysis, and discussion of the findings collected 

from the field. The analysis and discussion of the findings revealed various issues 

concerning naming system, gender construction and gender stereotyping in Kindali, 

reflecting the specific objectives of the study set to be achieved. 

 

The chapter has presented the nature of Kindali naming system. Furthermore the chapter 

presented the analysis on whether there is any relationship between naming system and 

gender. The findings revealed that naming system have relationship with gender. 

 

On top of that the chapter presented the analysis on how Ndali society constructs gender 

through naming system. The findings exposed that Ndali society contructs gender through 
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naming system by the process of affixation especially the use of prefixes and common 

uses of names based on gender. 

 

Lastly the chapter investigated and assessed how the society fosters gender stereotyping 

through naming system. The findings revealed that Ndali society fosters gender 

stereotyping through naming system by praising male and demeaning female because the 

personal names that indicate strength and wisdom are used for males and personal names 

that indicate poverty and beauty are used for females. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter is divided into three sub-sections which are summary, conclusion and 

recommendations of the study. The researcher gives the recommendations and advice to 

the government for action and recommendations for further research. 

 

5.1 Summary of the Study 

The study was about naming system, gender construction and gender stereotyping in 

Kindali. The study was guided by the three specific objectives: The first was to examine 

the nature of Kindali naming system. The second was to investigate how the society 

constructs gender through naming system in Kindali. Lastly, was to investigate how the 

society fosters gender stereotyping through naming system in Kindali. 

 

Techniques used in data collection were interviews and questionnaires. Kiswahili and 

Kindali were the languages used in collection of data. These languages used because are 

well known by the respondents. 

 

These specific objectives led the study to reveal the following key findings from the 

issues investigated. The findings exposed that naturally Kindali has elaborate and overt 

morphological and derivational semantic processes for naming, which are some of the 

unique and distinctive features of Bantu languages.  

The study revealed the formation of personal names; particularly the process involved in 

naming children. Kindali names are formed either by lexical or derivational processes. 
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Some ways used in the formation of Kindali names depend on the semantic importance 

that a name giver wants to convey, including both names formed by lexical and 

derivational process respectively. Names formed by lexical process is the one in which 

stems are fully formed independent words at lexical level names formation. Names 

formed by derivational process is the one in which there are stems that can be changed 

into verbal stems by affixing verbal suffixes and some verbal stems in turns can be 

changed into personal names by affixation especially suffixation, hence there are some 

Kindali names formed through lexical process while others are formed through derived 

forms.  

 

Moreover, the findings exposed that those Ndali names formed through derived 

forms/morphological process are formed by either verbalization or nominalization 

process. The morphological process of names formation in Kindali involved the process 

of verbal conjugation where by derived affixes turn specific categories of morphemes into 

corresponding morphemes in another category. 

 

The verbalization process involved verbalizer affixes attached to the verb stem to indicate 

the state of action of naming. Nominalization is the process which involves changing the 

category of word into noun. Therefore, it is the one of the processes that used in naming. 

The structure of Ndali names is the combination of noun class prefix (es) and noun stem. 

Either can be the combination of noun class prefix (es), noun stem/root and suffix, or 

noun root and suffix. The noun class prefix can be either in singular or plural. 

Naming system in Kindali is based on a name of one‟s father, grandfather or earlier male 

ancestors. This means that naming system in Kindali is patronymic.  
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Factors used in naming system in Kindali are; events, attribute/praise, disabilities, time of 

harvest, occasion, heroes, seasons, traditional religion, rituals, problems, manner of 

delivering a child, hope, and happiness of having a child.  

 

The findings also revealed that the intrusion of Christianity affected naming system in 

Kindali especially the choice of names. Ndali people use names from the Bible, which led 

most of Kindali names to die. The findings revealed that the Nyakyusa names also 

affected much the naming system in Kindali. The Nyakyusa names shifted to Kindali 

naming system due to Christianity, since the Bible used in Bundali division was written in 

Kinyakyusa, which rendered a shift from Kindali naming system to Kinyakyusa naming 

system. Generally Christianity made the shift from Kindali naming system to Kinyakyusa 

and western ones. The typical Kindali names used at this time are names of elders and 

past ancestors.  

 

Participants in naming system in Kindali are drawn from the clan especially the families 

with close relation. In the past there were ceremonies in naming system in Kindali. Both 

father‟s and mother‟s relatives had to visit the family where the birth took place but 

currently there is no any emphasis, due to interference of western culture for example the 

intrusion of the religion. The name is given to a child in Kindali culture immediately after 

the umbilical cord has healed approximately 2-14 days.  

 

The study indicates that, Kindali names are meaningful and carry important information. 

Names become important tools to remind the family on different events. Kindali 

surnames have meanings also. The findings also exposed that some people use nicknames 

which are even stronger than their real ones. Hence, a nickname is one of the 
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sources/ways of naming system in Kindali. Equally teknonyms are important sources of 

naming system in Kindali. 

 

In addition, the study exposes the relationship between naming system and gender 

construction. The findings revealed that the Ndali society constructs gender through 

naming system by the process of affixation, especially the use of prefix „na‟ for females, 

and  „mala‟ or „shi‟ for males. For example Na-swila means „a daughter of Swila‟, Mala-

swila means „a son of Swila‟, Shi-ndembwa is name for a male child while Na-ndembwa 

is a name for a female child. Ndali society also constructs gender through naming system 

by common uses of names based on gender. For instance there are some names which are 

bestowed to female child only like Mulape, Nyasi, Ngibho, and Kafuki while names like 

Mwangwina, Maghombe, and Makwegho/Mwangwegho are bestowed to male children 

only. Therefore, the researcher discovered that, there is relationship inherent between 

naming system and gender construction by tracing how the society constructs gender 

through naming system in Kindali. 

 

Furthermore the findings exposed that Ndali society fosters gender stereotyping through 

naming system by common uses of personal names which praise males but demean 

females. The researcher has discovered that Kindali personal names that indicate strength 

and wisdom are used for males only while the personal names which show poverty and 

beauty are used for females. For example the name that praises males: Lyangalamu which 

comes from the name ngalamu which is a lion is given a male child while the name that 

demeans females: Funa which means the child born in poverty situation. These results 

imply that naming system perpetuate gender stereotype hence show unequal power 

relations between men and women. 
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5.2 Conclusion 

This study dealt with three objectives that are related to naming system, gender 

construction and gender stereotyping in Kindali. The reader of this study will get the 

knowledge of the nature of Kindali naming system and how Ndali society constructs and 

stereotypes gender through naming system by reading the final report of this study. This 

knowledge will help people to distinguish African naming system and the naming system 

of other languages in the world.  

 

5.3 Recommendations   

This research can save as a baseline for futher research in the field of language and 

gender, particulary naming system and gender. Therefore in this subpart, the researcher 

recommends to the government for action and to other researchers for further research. 

 

5.3.1 General Recommendations 

Generally the researcher also recommends African societies to use African traditional 

names since names carry important meanings for an individual identity and convey the 

cultural values and traditions of the society. This will help African societies, including 

Ndali society to maintain their culture and avoid the shift of African culture to western 

one.  

 

Additionally, the researcher recommends the government to provide funds for research so 

as to have serious studies in ethnic community languages. 
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5.3.2 Recommendations for Further Research 

Due to limitation of time, resources and shortage of money, the research was limited in 

four wards. This area is very small in Undali division which contains eight wards. For 

more confirmation and discovery, there is a need for further research in the whole 

division (all eight wards in Undali division). 

 

In general this study has indicated that Kindali names naturally are constructed through 

lexical names process and derived form, the Kindali naming system is patronymic, the 

society constructs gender through naming system by affixation, especially the use 

prefixes and common uses of names basing on gender and stereotypes gender by using 

names which praise men while demean women. Although this study has been covered, 

there are other aspects in naming system in Kindali which have not thoroughly been 

studied like the relationship between naming system and noun class in Kindali. The 

researcher recommends the academicians to opt on naming system so as to work on the 

relationship between naming system and noun class in Kindali. Also the researcher 

recommends other researchers to work on the structure and pattern of African names. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Matrix: Guidelines on preparation of questionnaires and an interview schedule. 

General Respondents Characteristics 

Put tick (√) where there are two or more alternatives for example: 

Sex Age 

Male Female 32 

√  

 

Number of 

questionnaires 

Region District Division Ward Village/Street Age 

       

 

Sex Marital Status 

Male Female Single Married Separated Divorced Widow (er) 

       

 

Occupation Level of education 

T
ea

ch
er

 

W
E

C
 

V
E

O
 

W
E

O
 

D
O

 

O
th

er
s 

P
ri

m
a
ry

 

S
ec

o
n

d
a
ry

 

T
er

ti
a
ry

 

         

pastor 
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General 

Objectives 

Specific 

Objectives 

Research 

Questions 

Respondents Method 

of data 

analysis 

The study aimed 

at investigating 

and assessing 

the extent to 

which, naming 

systems has 

impact in 

Gender 

construction in 

Kindali. 

 

 

1. To identify 

naming systems 

in Kindali. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. What are 

naming systems 

used in Kindali? 

Cycle the roman 

number of the 

correct answer; 

you can cycle 

even more than 

one number if 

necessary. 

a) A name given 

to a child when 

born depends on; 

Events,Attribute, 

Occasion, 

Heroes, 

Seasons,time of 

harvest,traditiona

l 

religion,disabiliti

es, and problems 

i) Yes  ii) No 

b) A surname 

given to a child 

is based to: 

i) Mother, 

grandmother 

grand female 

ancestors 

ii) Father, 

Kindali native 

speakers 

Statistics 

(coding) 

and 

Descripti

on 
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grandfather, 

grand male 

ancestors 

iii) Others 

c) Is there any 

ceremony during 

naming a child? 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

d) Who 

participate in 

naming system? 

i) Religion leader 

ii) all the family 

iii)The clan 

iv) Grandfather 

,grand mother, 

father and 

mother 

v) Others 

e) When a child 

born it for how 

long she/he 

given a name? 

i) The first day 

ii) 2 – 14 days 

iii) 15 – 30 days 

iv) More than 30 

days 

f) Do Kindali 

names have any 

meaning? 

i) Yes  
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2. To investigate 

whether naming 

systems, 

influence 

Gender 

construction in 

Kindali  

ii) No 

2. What are 

effects of naming 

systems in 

gender 

construction in 

Kindali? 

a) Are there any 

names which are 

specific for male 

only? 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

b) Is there any 

Kindali names 

which are 

specific for male 

or female only? 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

c) Mention many 

as you can, 

typical 

traditional names 

found in Kindali 

………………… 

………………… 

d) Mention any 

three nicknames 

which you know. 

………………… 

………………… 

………………… 
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e) why do you 

think those 

nicknames are 

given in Kindali? 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

A questionnaire for Respondents with Regard to Age 

Instructions: 

A Study is being conducted which seeks to identify and explore naming systems, gender 

construction and gender stereotyping  in Kindali, hence make literary documentation of 

Kindali, Naming systems, gender construction and gender stereotyping. The great interest 

is to know from you the information about naming systems and gender construction. Your 

experience will greatly be helpful for the succession of the study. The responses are 

treated confidentially. Answer honestly. Anonymity is kept; therefore your name should 

not be written anywhere. 

Put tick (√) where there are two or more alternatives. 

Sex Age 

Male Female 32 

√  

 

Number of 

questionnaires 

Region District Division Ward Village/

Street 

Age 

       

 

Sex Marital Status 

Male Female Single Married Separated Divorced Widow (er) 
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Occupation Level of Education 

T
ea

ch
er

 

W
E

C
 

V
E

O
 

W
E

O
 

D
O

 

O
th

er
s 

P
ri

m
a
ry

 

S
ec

o
n

d
a
ry

 

T
er

ti
a
ry

 

         

Pastor    

 

 

   Cycle the roman number of the correct answer; 

 

1. The factors used to decide a name of a child in Kindali culture are , events, 

attribute, occasion, heroes, seasons, time of harvest, traditional religion, past 

events, rituals, disabilities, and problems 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

2. A surname given to a child is based to: 

i) Mother, grandmother, and grand female ancestors  

ii) Father , grandfather, and grand male ancenstors 

iii) Others 

3. Is there any ceremony during naming a child 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

4. Who participate in naming system? 

i) Religion leaders 

ii) All the family 

iii) The clan 
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iv) Grandfather, grand mother, father and mother 

v) Others 

5. When a child born it for how long she/he given a name? 

i) The first day 

ii) 2 – 14 days 

iii) 15 – 30 days 

iv) More than 30 days 

6. Do Kindali names have any meaning? 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

7. Are there any names which are specific for male or female only? 

i) Yes  

ii) No 

      8. Mention many as you can, typical traditional names found in Kindali 

        …………………………………………………………………………… 

        …………………………………………………………………………… 

        ………………………………………………………………………… 

9. Mention any three nicknames you know in Kindali. 

.……………………………………………………………………… 

       ……………………………………………………………………… 

10. Why do you think those nicknames are given in Kindali? 
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APPENDIX 3 (TRANSLATION OF APPENDIX 2) 

Dodoso kwa Ajili ya Watoa Taarifa kwa Kuzingatia Umri 

Maelekezo. 

Utafiti huu unafanywa ili kujua jinsi mfumo wa utaoji majina katika lugha ya Kindali 

unavyoweza kufanya tofauti za kijinsia. Kusudi kubwa ni kupata taarifa kutoka kwako. 

Uzoefu wako utasaidia sana katika kufanikisha kazi hii.Taarifa utakazo toa ni siri, 

zitafanyiwa kazi kwa uaminifu na hakuna sehemu ambapo jina lako litatajwa. Hivyo 

naomba toa taarifa kwa uaminifu na usiandike jina lako popote. 

 

Weka vema (√) mahali panapo hitajika. 

         Jinsi Umri 

Mume Mke 32 

√  

 

Idadi ya fomu 

za maswali 

Mkoa Wilaya Tarafa Kata Kijiji/ 

Mtaa 

Umri 

       

 

Jinsi Kuoa au Kuolewa 

Mume Mke Kapera/Kigoli Ameoa au 

Kuolewa 

Ametengwa Mtaliki Mjane au 

Mgane 
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Kazi  Elimu 

M
w

a
li

m
u

 

M
E

K
 

M
T

K
J

 

M
T

K
 

A
T

 

W
en

g
in

eo
 

M
si

n
g
i 

S
ek

o
n

d
a
ri

 

E
li

m
u

 y
a
 

ju
u

 

         

Mchungaji    

 

 

Zungushia namba ya kirumi kwenye jibu sahihi.  

1. Mambo yanayo wafanya wazazi kuamua kuwapa watoto majina fulani 

wanapozaliwa katika utamaduni wa Kindali ni matukio, sifa/kutukuza, nyakati, 

ushujaa, majira, muda wa mavuno, dini za asili, matukio yaliyopita, imani za jadi, 

ulemavu, and matatizo. 

i) Ndiyo 

ii) Hapana 

2. Jina la ukoo analopewa mtoto hujikita upande wa:- 

i) Mama , bibi na bibi waliokufa upande wa mama 

ii) Baba, babu, babu waliokufa upande wa baba 

iii) Mengineyo 

3. Kuna sherehe zozote hufanyika wakati mtoto anapewa jina? 

i) Ndiyo 

ii) Hapana 

4. Nani wanaohudhuria siku ya mtoto kupewa jina? 

i) Viongozi wa dini 

ii) Familia yote 

iii) Ukoo 

iv) Babu, bibi, baba na mama 
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v) Wengineo 

5. Mtoto hupewa jina baada ya muda gani? 

i) Siku ya kwanza 

ii) Siku 2 – 14 

iii) Siku 15 – 30 

iv) Siku zaidi ya 30 

6. Majina ya Kindali yana maana yeyote? 

i) Ndiyo 

ii) Hapana 

7. Kuna majina ya Kindali ambayo ni ya wanaume tu? 

i) Ndiyo 

ii) Hapana 

8. Taja majina ya asili ya Kindali, mengi uwezavyo; 

………………………………………….. 

………………………………………….. 

………………………………………….. 

9. Taja majina matatu ya utani unayoyafahamu katika lugha ya Kindali. 

……………………………………… 

……………………………………………. 

…………………………………………….. 

        10. Unafikiri ni kwanini majina hayo hutolewa katika lugha ya Kindali?  
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APPENDIX 4 

Interview Schedule for 20 Key Informants (Elders above 50 Years). 

 

1. What is the name given to the male twin? 

2. What is the name given to the female twin? 

3. What is the name given to male child who born before the time? (before 9 months) 

4. What is the name given to the female child who born before the time?  

5. What is the name given to male child who born by the legs come first? 

6. What is the name given to the female child who born by the legs comes first? 

7. What is the name given to a male child who born after follows the twins? 

8. What is the name given to a female child who born after (follow) the twins? 

9. What are the names given to identical male twins? 

10. What are the names given to identical female twins? 

11. Do you think there are any names which are commonly shared with both female and 

male? 

12. If there are names which are shared by both male and female, you think why some 

names are shared while others not? 

13. Are there any factors that are used in naming traditional personal names in Kindali? 

14. What distinguish the surnames of male and female child of the same family? 

15. Do Kindali personal names have meaning? What are those meaning? 

16.   Mention the names which are used to name male child. 

17. Mention the names which are used to name female child 
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APPENDIX 5 (TRANSLATION OF APPENDIX 4) 

Maswali ya Mahojiano kwa Wahojiwa Waliolengwa 20, wenye Umri Zaidi ya Miaka 

50  

      Naomba taja majina ya asili ya Kindali tu. 

1. Jina gani ambalo hupewa mtoto pacha wa kiume anapozaliwa? 

2. Jina gani ambalo hupewa mtoto pacha wa kike anapozaliwa? 

3. Jina gani hupewa mtoto aliyezaliwa kabla ya muda wa miezi tisa? 

4. Jina gani hupewa mtoto wa kiume aliyezaliwa kwa kutanguliza miguu? 

5. Jina gani hupewa mtoto wa kike aliyezaliwa kwa kutanguliza miguu? 

6. Mtoto wa kiume aliyefuata watoto mapacha kuzaliwa hupewa jina gani? 

7. Mtoto wa kike aliyefuata watoto mapacha kuzaliwa hupewa jina gani? 

8. Majina gani hupewa watoto wa kiume mapacha wanaofanana wanapozaliwa? 

9. Majina gani hupewa watoto wa kike mapacha wanaofanana wanapozaliwa? 

10. Unafikiri kuna majina yanayofanana ambayo hupewa watoto wa kiume na wa kike 

wanapozaliwa? 

11. Kama kuna majina ambayo hutumika kwa watoto wa kiume na wa kike ambayo 

yanafanana na mengine hayatumiki kwa wote, unafikiri ni kwa nini? 

12. Kuna njia zozote ambazo hutumika kuwapatia watoto majina ya asili ya Kindali? 

Kama zipo zitaje? 

13.  Mambo gani hutofautisha majina ya ukoo ya kiume na kike ya ukoo uleule?  

14. Majina ya asili ya Kindali yana maana yoyote? 

15. Taja majina ya asili ya Kindali ambayo hutumika kwa watoto wa kiume pekee. 

16 .Taja majina ya asili ya Kindali ambayo hutumika kwa watoto wa kike pekee. 


